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REFINING THE CAREER EDUCATION CONCEPT: PART II

r. .,. .
Preface.

In 1976, the Office of Career Education pUblished a monograph, entitled
Refining the Career Educatibn Concept. That monograph contained six concept
papers piepared within OCE during the period 1974-76.: During the 1976-77
academic year, four' additional papA, each of which 'make 'some small
contribution to she- evolving career education concept:. have been prepased..lt is
those f4pur papers that form the contents of thA monograph.

The reider immediately notice that two-of,these papers are concerned with
conceptual problems related to settings other than the K-12 level of education.

If

During the last year, it, has been incfeasingly obvious/that the career education
eff9rt must be Atended beyond the leit2 setting. Two very important
settingsone in The manpower field and, the other .in the community college
settingare represented among the four articles found in this monograph.

The remaining two articles' in this monograph are both directly conceptual in
nature. In '!The Human Side of Work," I have tried to explain why, to me, the
word "work" must continue to:represent the bedrpck word for the career
education concept. Near the end of that article, 1 tried to acknowledge some of
'the continuing problems associated with u his, word. tam quie willing to
admi the,the, existence of these- probletris- d the fact that they are ale, in large
part, to the fact that 1 have still not n able rq develop a redly good definition
of the word "work."

a

Tht second conceptual grticle deals, in its last section, with the concept of4
"colkaboration' 'career education. This surely must be one of the next big
"frontiers" to conquer in t1 7e.continuing attewts to refine the career education
oncept. ?fie question of "How will the community relate with the schools?" is

-%t" at all, the same as tfle question of "How 'will the schobls relate to the
community ?" Wt, both oethese questions must be resolved before we arrive at
an operatiotai understariding of the word "collaboration." This article repre-
sents a beginning attempt at raising `some of,the hard questions that Must be
answered iftprogress is to be mlde heke. . '

It is hoped thathis monograph can be viewed as repentingone-sro11)segment
A in, time. of what must necessarily be a ? ontinuing effort. The career education

concept 11 moving toward maturity. It still has a Jong way'to,,go..
, Kenneth B. Hoyt,birecter

Office ofareer Education
, U.S. Office otducation
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CAREER EDUCATIONAND MANPOWER .TRAININ

Our nation Invested $14.439 billion in various ldrids of manpower I,grts
between 1964 and 1974: After reviewing the available evidence gathered frOm a

variety of evaluation studies, Sar'Levitan, in a 1916, book'entitled The P;omise
of Greatness, concluded:

Extensive measurement sod evalua tion of the effectiveness of
manpower train g-has not yitided arty conclusive answers, but this
is more reflecyfon on the state of the art of measurement and
evaluation th on the performance of manpower training. -The
evidence, of success is'xtensive even if subject to reservations....
The admission evidence-is positive and is more substantial them for
most other gov.emmental eicleavots. A verdit of Callum is, therefore,
untenable. (pp. 142.143)

. ,. .

I do not want. io argue t Lertan's 'conclusions. At the same time, I feel it
important to point out t, durtng this same period, we have witne d no
significant reductions in. ) the high schookirOpout rate; (b) the ratio o outh
to'adult unemployment; ( ) the ratio of unemployment among non-white, as
opposed to white-youthAr(d) the ratio,,of unemployment among.female as

opposed to male youth, Further, if anything, we have witnessed, in *le
occupational so'cie;y, an increase in a variety of indicators of work alienation. If
manpower programs hale been necessary and helpful, they have certainly not
been 'sufficient. The stability of some of these statistics' makes this'clear. Much
mol ......remains to be done.

, . .
It is my contention that the effectiveness of manpower efforts can and will be ,

increFased if a set of long-run goals is addedito the siletrun goals that have, dyer
the last 14 yeah, dictated many manpower program operations. I would further
contend that infusion of the career education concept into manpower, pro-
gram operations would represent a positive move in this direction. I hope
here to convince you that these contentions may have some 'validity. To do so, I
have tried tp organize these remarks around- five aspects of career education
which I belteve hold poAkuve potential, or change in manpower program

, ioperations. ''. .

1 am well aware. of the fact that some manclower programs have already made
significant. moves to incorpofate the career education 'concept. For such

. programs, 14116pe these remarks are rewarding. For bthers. I hope they are
ch'allenFing. 5.

L.
,

Jabs Versus Work

,
, . .

....
Both social and politicalpreisures have forced manymanpower.programs to,

place 'a high priority on helping trainees find jobs When they leave the training.:
center 1would not like to see this effort diminished. i would, however.,.11kg very
:. .

. ".

F
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.
much tO see i supplemented with an equally great effort on helping trainees
Biscover work addition 'to finding jobs. Manpower programs should benefit
individuals throw out their lives, not just in ithe firstyear.au two following
training.

today's society, each individual is faced with answering the veri, personal
question "Whj, should I. choose to* work?" To ignore this question 1) y
concentrating on the mole immediatg--question Of "How can I find a .job?"
restricts the freedom:and detracts frop. the personal worth of the individual
being served. The pressures that come from society, and often frbm trainees
themselves, for an "immediate paytiff" apprbach should not detract manpower
officials from "expressing concerns and implementing actions aimed at helping
traineetanswer both of these questions.

The need to work is a basic human need of all human beings. It is the need ti.)
achieve - to do to know that ohe is important because she/he has done - to'
know tket someone is needed for something. Former ksiden t Lyndon Johnson
put itfwell when ife said "To hunger for use and to go unused is the greatest
hunger of alt."' If this need can be met through one's paid job, that job becomes
important and Meaningful to the indivi 41- a way of helping that individual see
arid recognize hisig; own worth. If itcannot, the individual may find only
"labor" - that is, a set of involuntary, eaningless, requirements - in the paid joh
with the only tangible benefits from that job being financial rew

Those who can discover a personal meaningfulness of work in their paid jobs
are far more likely.to be ?uccessful than those who find only labor, For this to
occur manpower trainees need time to understand themselves iiksj, etionship to.
the multiple kinds of work values that exist in today's society. If we fail to help

- "Rabies do so under an assumption that economic pressures are sufficient
rewards fq,..the individual, we have restricted the individual's freedom and
denied her/his basic 'worth. Low-income. persons are trapped into an undue
worship of 'only. economic work values. To leave them in that trap is to'doom
many to a life of kbor, not a life of work. It is not right and It is not fair.
Self -understanding, areer exploration, and career decision raking should be as
important in. manpower programs as are job placement efforts.

Specific VocatignaI.SkiIIs Versus 4i4isptab. ility Skills

From the beginning, manpower programs have ficed heavy pregure to equip
trainees with specific vocational skills that will enable them to gain entry into
today labor market._ The need for such skills has, operqionally, restricted the
freedom of training dhOices available to the individual. The rationale for this
emphasis is simple and direct - namely, unless the individual can gain entry-to
the world of paid employment, there is no way to move up in that world, That
logic is clear and undebatable. At the same time, it Is equally clear that the
occupational society ,continues to undergo- rapid change - that equipping a
trainee with an entry job skill today is no assurance that thoseskills will be in
demand five or ten years from now; That is why career education has contended

2
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(
that adaptability skint- the ski1Js required to change with change -area ually aski

Q
important as are job specific skills. It would Ike nice if all existing manpower pro-an
,grams placed equal emphasis on helping trainees accfuire both kinds of skills.

The adaptability skills involved here include: (a) basic academic skills;,,(b)
good worlf,,habits; (c) a personally meaningful set of work values; (d) career
decision-rnWtlig skills; (e) job seeking skills; (f) job getting Skills; and (g) skills
required totnake the transition from work to school as well as from school to
Work. I know orbst no manpower programs currently operating that ignore
the topic of adairtability_ skills altogether. At the same time, I know few which
have placed the acquisition of such skills on a pnonty equal to that liven to
acquisition of specific vocational skills. It seems to me it is past time that this be
done.

° Paid Employment Versus Productive Use of Leisure Time

Manpower. programs were established, and continue to operate, with a clear
mandate to prepare people' for and help them gain entry.into the world of paid
employment. It is not only unlikely, and would also be undesirable, to abandon
this priniary goal Still, a number of factors argue for an insertion of emphasis on
unpaid work, curled out as productive use of leisure time, as part of the
operatiwal efforts of manpower programs. 1,

First, a wealth of evidence exists demonstrating one's leisure time
activities influence one's productivity in the world of paid employment. It
makes little sense for any-employer to contend that it makes no difference what
his/her employees do in their leisure time. Employer concerns in such matters
are clearly evident in, other cduntnes with °Japart being 'perhaps the umst

ikiti4Lobvious exam . If manpower programs are committed to giving the disadvan-
taged' every poss e ogportunity to succeed-in the world of paid employment, it
stands to reason tHlr part -of the total manpower training effort be directed
to-ward productive use of leisure tigie.

Sef ond, and *ally important, there is no way that all person, despite all
that may be done in the arenas of work values and humanization of the work
iglice., will find great personal meaning and meaningfulness in their job tasks in
the occupational,society. one reason fome people don't like their jobs is that
they, in fact, have awful, jobs - jobs that are dull, repetitive, and lacking in
challenge or in meaningfulness. The. human need of such individuals to find a
personal meaningfulness through work, as part of their total lifestyle, is still
present. Where that need cannot be met in the world of paid employmek it-,

` should certainly be met through -productive use of leisure time. People with
nothing tb do will very seldom do nothing. The individualistic 'goals of man-

. power programs could very well be °better met if an emphasis on, productive use
of leisure time were added to the emphasis on preparation fpr productivity in
the world of paid employmenl....---

°\\,
,7"
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Community Authority Versus Coinmunity ilesponsibility
.

Recent changes in Manpower policies-Wave resulted in a great increase in
authonty for operations keing centered at the community level. For yeaM, the
OIC has been a 'leader in community' involvement in manpower' program
operations. Still, even the most ambitious efforts have left much undone. ror
thcommunity to cooperate with manpower programs is not the same as
community'collaboration The difference between "cooperation" and "collabo-
ration" is, in a veryreal sense, the difference between) having responsibility
centered on the manpower program itself as dpposed to having its success being
a total community 'responsibility. If manpower program officials are to listen to
advice from 'community leaders, then community leaders should also listen to
advice from manpower officiall. If students in manpower 'programs are to listen
to employers,.then employers, in turn, should be willing to listen to and learri
from manpower trainees. If the community is to serve manpower programs, then*;

litanrpower programs should also serve the community. As an'hample, I would
see great merit in effopi that call for Manpower trainees to work with lOcal.

school personnel, at the K-I2 level, irf helping elejnentary and secondary school

pupils in career awareness and exploration. By the same token, why should not
e business-labor-industry community serve as a career exploration and work

e perience facffity for manpower trainees? A sesond example lies in the
trementous potential for utilizing existing community resources in furthering
the effectiveness -of manpoWer operations. We can see, of curse, many
communities where local churches have-wotkedwith manpower programs.. We see
very feek where other community resources - including the localkhamber of,
Commerce, Arnerieffr Legion, Business and Professional Women's Club, and
Rotary Intemalional have peen involved in a collaborative' relationship with
existing manpower progranfi. We are trying to engage these kinds of gr.oups - and
more in community collaborative career II:location efforts at the K-I2 level. I

tad to see why they should not also be involved in career education efforts

\
ex.isting as parts of manpower programs. ,

Adjusting to Society Verius Adjusting Society

Manpowe; programs haversor many years, devoted' considerable effort to
helping trainees become aware of the value systems and expectations of
employers. Trainees have been well schooled in hoW to "play the game" in ways
that gill make them acceptable to employe!). It is an important pa0 of the

,jranpower effort and ode that, for a host of very practical reasons, cannot be
limtnated However, to stop here leaves the trainee in a positi6n Df having to

make a number of kinds of adiustmenyto a societ which itself is:in need of
- aditistment. I am speaking here very specifically abimt problems concerned with

,,both racism and sexism as 'clvterrents to full freedom of educational and
occupational opportunity including opportunities for advancement in the
system. It would seem to me both proper' nd important for manpower trainees

4
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to learn Ways of contributing, in a positive andeffective mannergf15 solutions of
these very senbus societal problems. Other problems relater the so-called
"generation gap'' could, of course, also be included, but problems of racism and
of sexism are particillarly serious. It seems to the thatan emphasis on how P
effect positive societal changes in these matters would be a most appropnate
part of a .manpower training program. It would certainly be.consistent with a
career education emphasis.

To incorporate these five aspetts of career education into a total manpower.
training program would not call for a reat increase in dollars. That is, large
increases in buildings, equipment, (nd aff salaries. the biggst items in any
educational 'budget are unnecessary. C rrent buildings, equipment, and staff
can be'utilized very easily for the,most part. Nevertheliss, while a large increase
in dollars is not required, a significant increase in effort will be necessary. The
largest inereasod cost will be in time'required for trainees to benefit from the
five kmds'of additional emphasis suggested here1Even here, the relative cost will
be small in that the largest amount of time willtstill be spent for acquiring '

specific vocational skill training. Many of these additional kinds of learning can
and should be Infused into. existing 'classroom instruction. In the end,' the
amount of additional time will be relatively small.

4

It seems to be most appropriate that the theme for this conference should be
OBS, HOPE FOR AMERICA." As I look at the history of

,maim5ower programs, mthat we have done better prOviding skills than in
prOviding jobs = anti; better in's viding jobs than in providing hope. Career.
education seeks to provide hope to *duals through recognizing and acting on
the basic importance of.work in the Ii le ofil'individuals. te is a powerful
cdticept anti one that berre4manpower ogrtms could use effectively. I hope
these reinarks may stimulnte,4ome to do so, ".

O
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BASIC ISSUES IN IMPLEMENTATION OF CAREER EDUCATION.

The "day of reckoning" for careereducation is cast approaching. It will be
represented by that point 'in time when our pnmary efforts move froth
concentration on philosophical conce'prnalization to operational implementa-

'tiOn. Like any other movement, career education .willand shouldbe Judge
more by its deeds than by its words. Good intentions are a poor substitute for
effective actions.

While our RhilosOphical., efforts may lead to beautiful Mosaics, our imple-
mentation efforts are much more likely to appear as jagged bits and piecels. When
the "bits and 'pieces" are put together,, the mosaic they form is 'often quite
different from our philosophical ideal. The concept of "instant implementation"
is a day dream that cannot be converted into an operational reality. Our critics-
will pay much more attention .to our "implementation mosaicV2 than to our
"philosophical mosaics.': '

Philosophically, it seems safe to say that a laile majority of career education
pratitioners and conceptualizers are committed to implementing career educa-
lion\ through a combination of what have been called "fusion", and-"collabora-
tive7 efforts. This paper represents an attempt to identify and discuss the
bediOck implementation issues associated with both of these key words.

Implementation Issues InAnfusion

Three basic implementation issues exist with respect to intusion..-First, should
the prime implementation emphasis be on "education" or on "careers?". Secopd,
i.s..4,1A concept of "threading" preferable to the concept Of "infusing?" Thirt,
what kind of, balance should be struck between "gals" and "concepts" in our
implementation 'efforts? 'Each of these three basic issue questions, of course,
Includes a host of related sub-questiops

qc

Implitmenting Career Edddition: "Cireeis7 or "Edudation'i,
At a Basic Tbrtist

.....,
Philosophically, career education has been pictinet as a' vehicle for

, educational ieform. Operationally, current in-service efforts seem to be
emphasizing "careers" as an end rather than as a rneanVto the end of educational
reform. The key practical question to be faced is, "Is the career education effort
viilling to be evaluated, in part,- on the basis of its demonstrated ability to
Improve academic achievement?" If that qpeston is answered affirmativelypert
It is obvioUs that the primary implementation focus must be oriented around the
teaching/learniu proceis with the substance of " careers" being used as a vehicle
for doing so . . .

An implementation, model for teacher'in-service in career education can be
constructed around four basic changes beirrg sought in the teaching/learning

6
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, . It
process. For each such Change, a "careers". emphasis can be plete!red as,a oehicle -,% / .

I.
A 'for attaining change. The model can be illustrated in the fo'llo-wing way:,-, '' , , . \.. . . .

. 1
3 ,,,..

A. Change I. Toward giving more meaning and purpose to: *folk oibtolla4' ..,. l'' 'acher and student' As a vehicle for change, career education en'cOutag4in. -
emphasis, where appropriate, on the fact that people iise'the' knowledte.
being taught in the world of paid employment.

B. Change II: Toward ai"success,4rather than a "failure" °nettled approach to
.

the tea'cbing/learninlg process. As 'a Pellicle for change, career education
encourages positive rewards to students for their accomPlishmentst-i.e.:, for -

, the work they do as students-by emphasizing the Importance of developing
factorable t-..udent attitudes toward work. '.

C. change III. Toward increasing the use 'of- variety in the 1
teaching/learning

.

procest. As a vehicle few change, career eilucatiqp emphasizes that students,
can and do learn about work in more ways than from textboott, in irtore
places than inclassrooms, and from more people than certified teachers.

D. Change IV: Toward greater involvement of the community i,n the teaching/ it
learning process' As'a vehicle for chartge, career education emphasizes'that Aili.
wide variety or community resources can and should be. used in helping\ 10'

_students through the careepelevelopment process.

To begin, teacher career e5ucation in-service efforts this general ap-
proach to change in'the teaching/learning V.racess is to provide teachers with a
perspectitie-thos,can IA" useful in emphasizing an, basic goal of. education. If
leachers can learn py means of the career education vehicle, they can improve
their effectiveness m.attaining other educational-goals as well. This should help
keep career education's ,emphasis on "education as preparation for work" in
p opet' perspective as one among several basic goals of American education.

ch of these four genertc kinds of-changes-(a) a sense orpurposefulness;
,(b) rewards for accomplishments; (c) increasing varlet and. (d) full utilization
of I available resources-are ones that have been sho o increase industrial
pr ductivity. There is every. reason to believe ,thil they' can also' be used to
increase educational productiyity-i.e., academic achievement.. Unless we can
demonstrate that'a career. education approach improves academic achievement;
career education will fail as a reform effort. Thetioaching/learning process, not *
the subs.ance of careers, is the basic ingredient in improving academic
,achievement.

The basic Issue under discussion here is whether or not increases in academic
. .

achievement represent a reasonable criterion for use hi evaluating the effects of
career'\ education. If it is, then curriculum/instru tion speCialists become fully as
import t as career developtnerrtspecialists in im lementing career education. If
it is, not, then career education is merely an e sion of career devet6pment,
not an educational reform movemegl. As we move frott conceptualization to
implementation, this issue must be faced and resolved.

'7
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Implementing Career Educaticin: "1 nfusing:"or "Threading" -.

The w ord `infusion" has been. used, by career educAtev:advocates, to ';"- 'In.-

Apresent a goal of trying to encourage all teachers. to iticprpOrate career
r

:1 .. education concepts in 'their classroonis7as opposed to ',adding. itiew-course
called "careers." Some teachers have resisted on the groundthatjo 'infuse" a

1
`new substance intoian already "full," curriculum necessarily results.insomething
."spilling over" ' ,

, . ;

It has been common. practice; to concentrate teacher in- service .career .4 -,
' . educition efforts. around helping teachers become familiar with a'.variety of

-' , career education concepts and then arrange' such' concepts into a Scope aria
...

-, sequence pattern for use in infusion. 'These Concepts, drawn primarily front the
' area of career:development; have appeared tp many teachers To repiesent' new.

subject .mattei to be taught, It Is:0ot surprising that ,many, as a sesult, have,
constructed "career education., lessOns". or "career education units" through " ':.
which they seek to impart thee co oinCepts gi students. This ineyilably leads to'. ,

-or loss of time available to teach the subject matter itself. It has resulted,immuCh
-criticism and rnitch.tesittstice. 4

' . . .._ . .

.., Recently, Mandn Hannon, ,Oregon State. Coordinator of-Career ,t-aucation,, ,c,
'and Carcilyii Raymond,. -Carter ,Education ,,CoOttrinator, Mesa,' Arizona, hid, ..
suggested that the word 'thread" be Ittitfil.fdlittfieword "infuse" in',,,the:,.
Xrckr' education 'concept: ley reai4.; o : an "thread" ekperientiai
learning into a,:body 4tignitive ionte.tit iitxr 1.'4, reinfOrce, riot detract
from the emphasis on adquisition4 chjiitiir, kift,',Irimy opiniori, Marviil
Harmon and Carolyn Raymond ,fia*,-,ntade .,a slarnticant conceptual "break- ,

, -.'-;40.-
through" ,Witli Otis proposal, ., , ',''' '' -',' ',.

...! 'Y*.

t-c

Implementing Career Education:Com:0# Ads:mils ,;
h has become common praCiiia; `ant"o'rionnie Seeking to implement career ,

education in classrooms, to encourage teacheats to.'cleyelop carte; education
v

lessons, :learning packages,' or- "Units" around 'particular Career education
concepts. Typically, these have been Ofganized in an."activity" mode acne

s. ,helping students learn-,-, particular career education cancepts e.xperientley,'. ",
while concentrating ;,cognitive aspects- of.:tite teachingitearriing process ona '

, particular 'body of aClideinic subject !natter, Familiar examples of "career
education concepts" include the following;:',' .

1. OccupatiOntexist fora pucPose: ,

2. There iftee,d for cooperation in work.
3. Occupationsand fife -styles are interrelated:
4. Value judgments influence voc,ationt chpfce,''"
5. Geographical settings a, ect work.
6.,,e%-cletY provides rewa Or work. ste
7. Man and technology-lire coltinually intteacting in work.

6 43
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. .
Each of these "concepts" is aimed at helping the student Better understand

self, theoccupational society, ethicatrion/Work relationships and/or the broader

society With an apparent 'sgoal of making positive contributions to the student
career developmentparticul. as it relates to career decisions. The net effect

ii to make the teacher active participant in the cateerAevelOpment process.
egardingthe worth drttlis kind of effort. Rather, the:There 's no que

questiOn i Does kind of orientatipn adequately represent the teacher'
role in eer, education?" A further question is, "Do we.teach carter education
.

concepts to teachers primarily so they can pass such -concepts, on to4 students?"

= As we 'move ,toward a, massive% implementatidp phase in', tareer education,
questions such as these must.te answered.

It may well be woithWhile considering struc ng teacher Career.eancatii5n

insOvice efforts around acgoader set of expected udent outcomes. What if,
instead cif concentrating major attention on helping achers_understand and
plan ways Of transmitting , career educatibn concepts to students, we instead
aiiried.such efforts,at showing teachers how they might help 'students to acquire:

' ' ., .
. .

1. Increased academic achievement, .

\---:,'
2. Unproved work habits
3. A perso' ally meaningful set of work values
4, Incre d self - understanding

'-' 5. Intre sed understanding of the occupational society i

feIn understanding of education/work relationships .
7. Incre d decision-making skills . t. -

8, Effective.means of combatting both race and sex sterept9prrig
9. Job seeking, job,getting, and job holding skills

I 2

If teathers'were to intorporate one or more of those career education student
outcome goali7listectabove, into their existing lesson goals, it might well involve
teachers in activities considerably beyond simply. kelping students understand

,lhe career education "concepts." In addition,' it might help many teachers
, discover for themselvesLand help them WI help the students discoverincreased

reasons f?r studying subjectrnatter. If such student outcomes were incorporated
into teacher objectives, It might be easier to show teachers how to "thread"
career education4concepts into lesson activity packages. '

The basic point here is .simple and straightforward'. If student career
ieducation outcomes can be "threaded" into teacher instructional objectives,

they become an integral part oftke teaching/leaming process, Unlesi this can be
accomplished, teacher. at4mpm: to "tljread" career education concepts Into
student activities:II-my encounter diffiCulty. More important, to "thread" student
career edutalipm learner outcomes into teacher instructional bbjec es4 to
cope cloier ttr re izin'g the full potential for teacher participation career

-educatibn.,
,
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A. Implementation Issues in Collaboration

The principle of collaboratiOn, as envisioned in career education, involves
416joint responsibility and participation of both the business/laborfindustrYfprofes-

sional community and thillaformal education system in policy formulatkin and
polici,deCision-making. To date, this principle has been rarely applied in career
'education implementation -efforts. Instead, what we have seen would more

' correctly be described as "cooperation"-expressed as efforts of thebroader
comMunity to help the. format education system vitth its-the education
system's-career education efforts.

The bedrock question to be asked, then, is whether or not true: collaboration'
is to be a goal of career education implementation efforts. If so, how *much
collabpration is to take place? How will it be achieved? Here, four possible stages
Of collaboration will be identified. Decisions must 'be made regarding how far, if
at all, we should go in these collaboottive states. P

J"
StagEll: Supplying Information

A beginning stage of collaboration is represented by efforts to simply
inforination from the broader community for use by educators, in, career
education. This would include, for example: (a) information,rega(ding the'ttscal
occupational structure; lb) information regarding economic education and the
free.enterprise system; (c) information regarding organized labor,. and (d)
information regarding part -time and'fiel-time job opportunities.

Such information has, to date, been collected either thiough: (a) responses to
requests made by the education system; as (b) information v2liinteered to thee
education system by the broader community. The mode, has been one of
coo ration, dut-not of collaboration.

. ,
a d011aborative '0'01 is to-be initiated, it would deMand, first of all,

for ation of a Commisity Career'Education Council with representation fiorn
al pertinent segm-Off of the business/labor/industry/professional/government
community, the, home/family Illocture, and the formal education syswiy
(including students). Such a council could then be asked- to make policy".!
decisions with respect to such questions as:.

. 1. What kinds of information are de'sired?
How should such infor;nation be collected?

3. Who should judge' the appropriateness of the information?
4. Who will be responsible for transmitting such information to students?

It should .be fairly easy to utilize the concet of collaboration in forming
policy answers to the first two of these four questions. It will be considerably
MOre difficult with Questions 3 and ,4. That is, with these questions, legal
responsibilities of the formal educationlystem (which must be inet)..may lead

10
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some educators to feel. it inappropriate to. raise them as policy issues with the
council. .

...
1../. '

* .

Stage 2: Use of Resource 50.14 and Field Trips .

Berth the use of resourc persons from the -broader comb unity in 'the
classroom and field trips for students and educators into .the broader community'
have tecome common practice in career education. Here, again, such activities
have typically been initiated by the formal education system 474 the broader
community has been asked to cooperate in such efforts. TruLiollaboratiah has
been the exception, not the rule. #'

If career education is to be implemented in a collaborative fathima, there are a
host of policy questions that the Corlirrtunity Career Education Action C,ouilcil,

' should be asked to make. The* incjude r
!Os(

, 1.

2.

3
4.

Who is to judge the qualifications of resource persons'
Who is to determin ed.for resource persons?
Who is to control the availa dity and use,..effle-sourceersonil?
Who is to be sesponsiblrfor the motuh
the, teacher to plan classroom-activitie
made? :

5. Who will bvaluate the effectiveness
such evaluations be sent? Who

son getting together with
Flow are such deelsionsib be

:,..,

resource persons?-To who.w will
make decisions based onsuch

- evaluAn IS .at'' , . .
`6. Who will de4ennicie the av abili1)6of field tripesites?
7: Who will determine the uitabCy'of a particular site fota par.tiertilar

'field trip.the.tesher desires toirke?
8. Who will Contrdrthe-frequency of use of field trip sites ?`
9. Who will prepare educators for the field'tritisl

10: WhO will evaluate the usefulness of field trips? To 'hem will such
,evaluations' be sent? Who will make decisions based oris such ' ''
evaluations? ,

.

r, ,
.

.
,ee 6.-. I

1 I. Wtio will determine what students will see and the perals they visit
with on a field trip? . .

. ,

Unless.the broader community iphludingbusiness, organized labor, indbkstry,
an/ parents can, through their representatives on the council, help etermine
policy answers to questiims suchas these, it is difficult to see how they can be
expected to agtume a share of the restOnsibility for.effectiveness of,,,the career
education effort. Unless they are willing to share this responsibility'rfor
effectiveness, career education will be simply .aschooLeffort, not a comMuirity
effort. If this occurs, thebeautiful philusophicalinosaic of career ethication will. 4,
be badly tamished by operational implementation efforts.

st.



Stage 3: Simulation of the WorW of Work in FOrmal Education
, .

For a host of very practical 1easons, many school systems have initiated two
general career education approaches designed to reduce the-necessity for direct
interaction of students with members of the business/labor/industiy/yrofessio,nal,

- community, One"of these consists of the use ofyslide tapes, videotapes, etc.
producgd during field trips taken by some students and used, within the school

:setting, as a substitute for such field trips on the part of 9ther)students. The
second consists of simulatiOn devices, fnd activities designed to provide
vicarious form of "hands "n" career exploration for 'students who cannot
acquire such experiences in tual occupational settings.

While decisions with res ect to these two kinds of activities have, to date,
generally been made by sc of officials alone, there is good reason to suggest
that a number of policy qu stion& regarding them coulciaptpropriately be made
by a Community Career Ed ation Action Council. Such questions inclyde

1. How representative, are the slide tapes, etc. °flee particular occupa-
tions and/or industries they are suppose ''10 repreent? .

2. What import-ant messages from the b,ulliess/ibeilindusiry/prcifessiimal
Community are fotind in these materials that sh9uld be transmitted?

3. How necessary is it to limit student field tnps by use of the slide tape,
videotape, etc. mode of operation?

4 What kinds simulation "hands on" exercises would most clearlY allow
students to experience what it would be like if they attempted to use
skills required in vidiraus occtipitions?.

5. flow could, and should, simulated "hands on" career exploration(
activities be evaluated9 Flow could they be scored?

6.'What is the general &suability of using simulated "hands on" career
exikaration,devices and activities as a substitute for the,lreal thing?"

To involve council menlbers, in formulation of policy answers to questions
such as these holds clear potential forinCreasing the value of materials 'and
devices being used. More important, it gives the broader community a voice in
determining the extent to which responsibility for providing students with these
kinds Of experiences should lie within the formal education system; Withoutlhis
kind of protection, there will he a na ral tendency, on the part ofnany
educators, to move increasing amou s .to the "safe" confines of school

_buildingsthus increasing isolation -of oth,, educators and stud. fir the
occupational society itself. It dan r allin career education mustgiek to

. avoid, .
-

Stage 4: Experiential Education Activities.
.

Potential for the most advanced stage pf collaboration is greater with respect
to activities faHing under the general heeding of work experiebce. While
collaboration has, hopefully, been' illustrated here as being possible in each of

$
9
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the three earlier stages, It is absolutery, iential whet the gen'erfc topic of w k
in.expenence enters in. This is true whethel,fne is spea ng of paid or unpaid wo k

experience. In either case, policy qUestions exist the should be considered by a
Community Career Education Action Counal; not rp olved by.educators alone.
Such questions include the following:

.1. Sliorild both paid and npaid work experienc be considered as part of
eeearrreducation? Or Mould only unpaid wo expenence be consid-

' erect?
2. To what extent, at all, should unpaid ork experience carry

-responsibility, the part of the student, for contributing.to
productivity for dip employer?

-.
3. What kihd of time frame should be considered adelluate for attainment

of the career eiplOratory benefits of unpaid work kiperience?
4. Should some form, of work experience (including i ternships) be made

available to all secondary, and postsecondary stdden 9

5. What' is the earliest age at which actual work ex rience should' be
4 made part of tht career education effort? \

6 Who should determine' the native of the work axperieLe?
. z-,

A 7. Who should supervise the student during the work erience period?
8. Who should evaluate the work. ekPerience?'fiow do kuch evaluations

relate to academic cred the stilitSel systtm elects4O" grant it)? .

9- Hoye are employed erkers' to be protected from possible misuse of ;
high scho-o) and postseiOndary work /experience effcirts? \ , .

tThese re Kt AlustratiOns of the kinds of basic policySquestkonsth
must be

.
raised wiTh respect to worksxperience Overriding such questions are, of course,
two even more bane ones; namely, (a) should wor.k experience (in any form) be
considered as part ofa'coniPrehensive career educatibn effort?: and (b) what
benefit are expected -to accrue, to students fibril vo rkexi5erlen'ce?.Certainly,
these'are not. questionsthat can he answered satisfactoPtiy by educators alone.

Two basic, bedrock implementition issues have been raised here. The.first is
concerned 4ith Whether or not aareet education is truly,to.be pictured as an
educational ri.fomn effort. if that questions answere affirmatively: then it
1 follows tliat "(a) acadenAaschievg4rrt will rep ntone criterion on
whic he effectiveness of career-education .must be aluated; and ,(b) the
teaching/learning process will.be fully as important as., the career development
pros t in 'career education irmilerhentatio2 efforts. . . . .i '

The second bedrock issue is whether career,education impletatition efforts .4'..

should he icrried. out in a collaborative, or in a_seoperative, fashion. if the
collaboration route is chosen, then it wil ,tilernvensiderable, mere community .

participation in Olicy making tan; een evidenced to date. Itrwill also meal)
. a Commitment, to avoi itheelter present, danger of king career education

primarily yet Tito er atterupt.of etriticators.,to help stir entt through the formal
.

education system alone. - -I
..,

.
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Both of these. issue ave been raised and resolvedmw those who have
formulated philosophicar mdsams fe Jeer education. In ttrelorfg ruh, it is
practice, not philosophy. t tome the basis on which career gducation is
judged. As we m e rom a primary focus-on concepatalizaltron'to the primary
focus on implementation: it is rucial that these implementatioriiswes be faced
andresol/ed. We should do this now. .

ti
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THE HUNIAN,SIDE OF WORK
--. ;

Some papers are written primarily for piirpogs of s)reading knowtedge.
Others are written pnthanlY for purposes of seeking knowledge. This paper falls
in the atter- category. The thoughts' to be expressed here will clearly illustrate
my rieed: for help in clarifying my .flunktng and gaining neW knowledge.
VopefultYrttrey will stithulate others- to contribute -to the task of decreasing
ignorance.-

's. For otie td speak about the "hbman" side of work is admit thatoter
facets of wor.k also exist. The most obvious of these, in a olarized sense is, of -
course, what would be calledthe "inhuman" side ofwork. Thus, while there is
no nged here to 'discuss the entire set of meanings that might be attached to the
word "work," there' is certainly, an obligation to touch briefly on the
"inhuman,".as wjpas the "human" side ofwork in these remarks.

Further. 1 must limit these remarks to current concerns 'Of 'OE's Office of
Career-Education. 'The broader-and obviously more imPori'att and far reaching
concerns of the HEW/DOLIDOC education/work effort-are not covered
here.;

These remarks, then, are limited to implications of the topic for thelareer,
education_ concept. They'are divided into four .parts. First, I want to present'
brOlt. history of how my miti thinking on the topiclas begun to emerge Into a
broader viev4. .Second, I ant to present my current thinking regarding
unpIrca,tiensthtword "work" holds for changes in American E.4ucatiqh. Thi i'd, I
Want tp discuss briefly a feNwetht major problem's facing those who 'wish to*emphasize the "human sid,e of work." Finally,' I will close with brief:remarks.
regarding challenges that lie ahead. , ,

,

,
Vie Centrality of Work in Career Education: An Erlying,Processi

The term "career education" met with initial nationwide enthusiasm when 7

first introdtleid by former USOE Commissioner Sidney P. Marland, Jr., in 1971.
It is dot clear exactly why putting the two words "career".and "education"

h a positive response. That ,is, when first introduced,
sirpply an idea, lookidli for a conceptualbase.Marland

pinion, evisely -refused to define.it. '
at converting the idea into a.,comerltagegan almost

est statementsvere both conflicting and confusing and
h as:

name for vocational education-an:II

together pioduce'd su
:j "career education" w

puip-O'sely-and, in irly'
The rhetoric aime

immediately. The ,earl
included statements au

.

-We need a ne1r1, t new name
should be careetr education

..
-All education Acareer education-or should be

- Career educatioh aims do fuse academic and vocational education

2
NI
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A general feiling seemed to st that education should c ge in ways that i. .

would help students make or succ ssful transition f in school to workbut
- few seemed to`know schools 's1( uld change or exactly what the, problemf

, . *',
Two (idialogical camps, qUickly mimed, each of which seemed intent on

using a particular low-letter ward 'as the bedrock cbnceptual ,base for career
et4ucatiori One camp 'chose the four-letter word 'jobs" while the other chose
the four-letter word "'it." In March of 1971,1 decidedio introduce yet another
four etter word na y, "work"as the' pro let bedrock wbid in the career ...)

f.k.t, lucation concept. That is where it all began. ,

,,4.- I "ejected the word leibr as a conceptual base for two reasons. First, it
seemed apparent. that edueatioh, as only one part of society, could play only a
relatively small role in determining wh her or no jobs would be-available for
yoilth.1 did not want to to account ity for career education to a word, that is
iicfluenced, by so many other societal factors. Second, to use "jobs" as the

- . conceptual base would h the need for career education a function of
changing demands of ple`wconomic ,v ed the prtrnary focus to be on

, the individual, not on the economic System.
I rejected the, word "life" because it, seemed to me so. vague and

all-encompassnig as to defy practical use in the reform ofeckucation. Moreover, it
'MEV not seem revonsive to the genesal,, feheling of need for change that gave I
. popularity to the term "career education" when it was introduced'

On 111e other hand, I chose the word "work", for two initial reasons., First, it
seemed to ow to be a wird that should draw support tsom very diverse segmejs
of soclet), I viewed it as a wotd that almost everyone would,understand and
almost nobne would waokto oppose lwas, of course, wrong on both counts.

' Second, I chose the word "work" because of my interest lathe ways in wiuch .

work value; are changing in the post-industrial, information:celtered, technolog-
ical society of these times, Education has always played a role in transmitting
societal- values to students.,Why, I reasoned, should we not include work values
in this effort! If the terra "Car,eer education" is to represent something over aptd,
beyond what edttation his been doing to dateite., providing students
specific vocational skilg requiiedfor'entetirtg the labor marketthen it seemed
to me Work values represented Worthy ;and ,needed direction for expansion of
effort. I must -admit that that ponitin timelate 1971-1 did not realize how
much more the term "ca education" shvbs1 mean. I knew only 'that (-wanted
the bedrock conceptual word to be "work" and that I wanted to develop the
concept in a work viblyes 'sense. ;

. ' ,

The Meaning'of Work: What it iyot

Ail started grapp with further conceptual efforts, it became obvious that,
'if

'w6rk values are in lved, the the- word "work' Must be defined in
humanistic terms. Three things quickly becime, apparent.

16
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came convinced thati had to reject the popular rhetoric of the
early 70's tat heard people calling for a return of the 4work ethic." The
w. " irripliesaLqnd of societal obhgatinn to workthat one owes it to'

cie.ty to work whitherainat ins ometliing the irAvidual desire; to dd. In
studying the literature on the so-called "work ethic," ft seemed obvious to me
that many persons had, in the past, tried to pin this- societal obligation in
religious terms. The basic reasoning seemed to go somret like this:

You were put on earth by your creator to..im oye- the world in
some way. If you devote your life to doing so, y u wilt go to heaven
when you die. If you chi not, you will go to hell.

With the way both "heaven". and "hell" were desofbe,d, iris easy. to see how c ,.
those who believed such words would be motivated to work. Othersespecially
during *he 1970-72 periodsacmed to be talking show the "work ethic" in
patriotic terms. - & , , ..

00.

.1;*.

You owe it to. your country to work. It is part of your
responsibilities as a good citizen.- TliOse who don't want to work
aren't good citizens.

-There was no .'ay I could set asking Ameriqan education, which supposedly
exists, for purposes of providing persons with the means to control their own
destinies, to start inculcating youth with any farm of the Soicalled "work ethic."
Moreover, even were we to try to doso, it seemed to me, that it would have
minimal appeal to many, of today's youth: For both of these reasons, I soon
became convinced that, however the word "work" has to be defined, it should
not be done in a "work ethic" sense.

Second, I quickly discovered that the word "work" does not carry 'positive
connotations for many in society,and that this is not a new thing. A language
arts teacher recently sent me a number of quotations illustrating that point
including, for'example, the following:

Charles Dickins"My Life is One Demd Horrid Grind".

,..Charles Lamb"Who First Invented, Work and Bound the Free?"

Wm. Shakespeare"0, flow Full of liners is This Working-Ddy
. . Wory!"..

.
Rudyard Kipling-1A are Killed ivy- Overwork than the

Imp nce oi,the World Justifies"

"Peanuts".-"Wark is the Crakigfass an the Lawn of Life"

It is obvious that such statements refer to ,the fact that, even where people
find work possible, many find_ it neither meaningful nor satisfying. They do not
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see what thy'

.
do as important. to society nor intrinsically satisfying to

themselves. ffe personal sense offmelningfulness and purposefulness that makes
the difference between "living""aftd. "existing" is go . To such persons, their
jobs in the world of paid employment become pri i y a way of accumulating
money which is then used in other life Joie activities supposedly aimed at
bringing meaning and purpose to, their existence. Their on-the-job behavior is
characterized by such qualities as coming to work as late as possible, doing as' little as possible, lac n n personal loyalty to or concern for their employer, -
and valuing piimar0 e activities in which they engage when not at the job
site.

--i C3,
Philosophers itieh as Thomas ( uitn chgactenze t is type of behavior as

"labor," not as "work." It seems to me the word -" udgery" may.be more
descriptive than the word "labor" in describing this d of behaidor. I would
call such persons "drudgers" ,rather than "work By whatever name. the

_ condi/loll seems to both real and serious. When one consiciers the proportiOn
of life niost personrspend in the world of paid employment, it becomes even
more serious to those of us concerned pith helping individuals findpurpose and
meaning in their lips. ,

YThird, it b e apparent to me that, howevermwork" is to be defined, itt,.
cannot be :Li d to the world of paid employnient That is, the obviously s
dehumanizing onditions found in parts oLtoday's world of paid employment
ate, formidable barriers. If education is to be su ssful in making Work possible,
-meaningful, and satisfying to .allor even m - persons, we must think in
broader lifestyle terms. (N*te: This is not at all a new concept. Labor
economists, for example, have for, years written about what they call "market'
and "non-market" work.)

R
The Meaning of Wprk: What It Is

- In order to convey my concerns and hopes for -C..eer education, it became
necessary.for me to formulate alefinition of "work." I 'did so}short* prior to
aiming to the U.S. Office of Education in 1974 and that definition is currently
being u sed by the Office of Career Education in OE. It says

.g

Work is conscious effort, other than that whose primary purpose is
either coping or relaxatiOn, aimed at producing benefits for oneself
or for one elf and others.

There are four key work in this definition The first is the word "consci,ous."
It. seems crucial to me that, if a given activity is' to be called "work"--as opposeil
to "drudgery " -it must be something the individual has chosen to do. If the
activity is performed unwillingly because. of external pressure or coercion, it is
not "work.", The reasons why a liven individual' chooses to work_ may vary
cdnsiderably, of course. and ihay certainly include economic as well as any other
reasons that ivy be present.
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The second key word in this definition is "effort." If the activity is to be
called "Urk," &Len some degiee of difficulty must be involved in carrying it ,

out. Without effort -the expenditure of energythere is nerway4ean-think of -..
any activity as deserving to be called "work."

The 'third key word is "produce." I use this word to mean that, if the activity
is to be called "work," then some clear outcome roust be sought. this is, in
essence, the quality of Turposefulness.-the-knoviedge that it is important the
activity be completed in the best'possible ,)rye It is a matter oftoguition.

The fourth key word is 'benefit." I use t is word to mean that, if the activity
is to hi called "work," then it must be designed- to tielp, not to hurt, people.
This is, in essence,, the quality of personal satisfaction that work should bring to
the individualthefeeling that someone's life has been enriched because of the
actitity. It is an affective, not a coggitive, matter:, I.

It should be obvious that this definition has been formulated around what I
regard as a basic human need ofilrtiuman 'beingsnarriely, the need rcdoTto
accomplit to achieve. It is the !Teed to know that I am someone because I have.
done something. It'is tht feeling that someone needs me for somet4ing7that,
becaule I exist-and I hav'e done, the world is, in some way and to some extent,
bettillkiff

am firmly convinced that the quality of ."woe as I have defined it, is the
cl'easeit means available toithe individual for developing-theicind of positive self
concept that ' allows the individual to say "I am a 'worthwhile person." I am
further convinced, that if the goal is one Of increasing self understanding, then
the quality of "work" is the best and clearest means available to 'us for
attainment of that' goal. In saying this, I' do not mean to downplay the
cmportaAce Of existential, religious, or, other bases that canalso be- utilized" for
this purpose. I iimply.mean to emphasize the potential of the concept of work.

a More important "work," as I have defined it, is the best'and clearest way .1
know to help the individual ..know why he/she exists. It -brings OtirposeVness

.011 meaningfulness to our lives. It is a way that 'each of us can use to understand
is important that ,wft are living todayand a reason forwanting to live

4' , tomorro . Again, let me'emphasize.that I do not mean to imply it is the only
way, but o

Taken toga
that it is a very good one. A,

, then, "work" allows the individual to say "I am an important
. person because Of what I have done and it is important that.I continue to exist."
unfortunately'; it seems to me that this is a statement that many persons in our
current society find difficult to make in terms of their current lifestyles.

As was pointed out with aspect to negative views some have of the meaning
of "work," the kind of positive viewram trying to express here is not new. I am
sure that many persons are familiar with the expression "work is love made
visible" which, in essence, says what t am trying to convey here. Let me give you

- two other extmples from the past which I like very much:

Sir William Osler"Though a-little one, the master -word work looms
large in meaning. It is the open sesame to everyjortal, the great

r24 .
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equalizer, In the world; the true philOsopher's stone which trans-
.., mutes all the base metal of humanity into gold."

Ao hn Ruskin"In _orderthat people may tie happy i their work:
ese three things are needed: They must be:for i they'must not

do too much of it, and they must have a sense Of cess in it."
1IN

0111.14 hke 4 RIkskin's stater at he botli.,emphasizes the

. iMPOrtance of "war being defined by the individual and the fact that,
,important as it ork" cannOtbe considered to be the only worthwhile
activity in life.

With the mition of "work" meted Viere, it is obiious that it is a
quality that May or may not be found by the individual in the world of paid,
employment. 'It is equally obvious that "work" can exist in Ilnany pats of the
individual's lifestyle over- and beyond the ,world of paid employmeitt. Room
exists in, this definition for conceptualizing work in volun ?eensm, work as part
of totbductive use -of, one's leisure time, worlin the changing home/family

'.patterns of our itatioh,-and work of the stud4A, 'and work in which persons on
welfare engaged. ,

Recently, OE's Office of Career Education contracted with the Distinguished
Vocational. Psychologist, Dr. Donald E. r, to write a monograph for us on
the topic "Career Education and the Meanthgs of Work." I would like to quote
the way Super defined the word "work" in that monograph:

Workthe systematic pursuit of an objective valued by one If (even
if only for survival) and desired by others: Directed aid co cutive,

", it requires the expenditure of effort. It may be compe sated (paid
,work) or uncompensated (voluriteer .work Or an avocation). The
objective may be intrinsic enjoyment of the work itself, the
structure given, o life by the work role, the economic sup or which
work makes possible, or the type of leisure which it facilitates.

I can see no inconsistencies of a basic nature between my definition of
"work" and that supplied by Super. Neither do I view my definition as differing,
in basic meaning, from the thoughts expressed years ago by perso0 such as Sir
William Osier and John Rukin. The idea is neither new nor inconsistent with the
thinking of some others.

ed

DifficultiekEncodfitered With the Definition of 'Work"

Several serious obstacIa'cuirently exist which, in various combinations, are
causing me great difficulty in gaining wide acceptance for the de ftnition of
"work" that I am proposing. I want to discuss some of these briefly in hopes
that others may be-able to help me move toward finding satisfactory$olutions.
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First, it shoulLbe obvioil,s that, myth this definition, what deserves,v be

called "work" is, in a very real ways defined by the individual's purposes in
performing the activity, not by the-activity itself. That is, playing.golf maybe

3 W' ark' to one person but pure recreation to another. I see no way around this
-difficulty if,rqaningl'ulnesi and purriosefulnessior the individual is to be kept as
a central part of the defini 'on. Yet, t is bound to, be confusing to those who
w
.,

ant a strict categorization' ystern whereby some activities can be labeled
"Work" and othersas "recreation," "play," or some other "non-work" word.

Second, it even more obvious that the definition I am using varies
considerably froni that' which is commonly understood by most persons in our
society at the present time. So far as I can tell, most persons today think of
"work" in the way I think of "drudgery." That is, the word "work" seems to -.

conjure up 'negative images of something distasteful, unpleasant; and to be
avoided enever possible. In my opituon; this disparity in rataning,is rnore

foraviewed as justifying the need foa new definition than as an excuse
for failing to de so. There is no way that I can justify abandoning my efforts t6 ,

redefine "work" simply because the task is difficult. . . v
. Third, with the definition of "work" I am using, it is clear that, in many jobs,
fouird in our society, "drudgery," not "Work," is thio most common characteris-'
tic. I am faced with recognizing that, for many persons, what I have- ed
``work" will have to be found much more frequently as part of leistife tim an..
as part of one's experiences in the world of paid employment. The phrase "the
world of work" is not at all synonytnous with the phrase "the world of paid
employment.' This, too, is bound to cause great difficulty in gaining
Understanding and - acceptance of what we are trying to do in the name of,career .*

- education. , .

Fourth, when one uses a values orientation in defining "work," there is no
way of doing so logically unl ss one recoghizes that economic valuesNr 'most
persona, lie at the base of their system of values. It is ilmost analogous, in .

Maslow's terms, to thinking of individual needs which begin with "survival" and
go,' in a hierarchical order, on up to "self actualization." Individuals can be \
expected to encounter greatidifficulty incorporating multiple work values into
their personal value structures until, at least to some. minimal degree, their
economic needs are met. Thus, the "world of paid employment" is a crucial and
central part of the "world of work." It would be both dishonest and unrealistic
if, in our attempts to help individuals find "wink" in their total lifestyle, we _

ignored the "world of paid employment" as ainajor focus of our efforts. ,-

Finally, career education must be much more than simply helping individuals
discover work values that foster in them a desire to work. If that were all that is'
done, the result is likely to be more frustrating than helpful. The calffor career' , , ,

education originated out ofifficulties individuals are encountering in coping
with the current rapidity of social and occupational change. In the long run, the
goal must be one of helping individuals gain a greater degree of control over their
destinies, not simply learning how to adjust to the rsystem." That is why, in
career education, an emphasis on v rk values represents only one of our major
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thrusts. In a.. , we ehiphasize the importance of acquisition, of basic. .
, academie skills, skills in productive use of leisure time, carver deeision-making

skills, skills-in dealing with problems-Of race/sex occupational stereotyping, and
job:seekrng, job-getting, and job-holding skills. Thus, career education seeks to
broaden the goal 9f "education as preparatiolt for work" far beyorld an emphasis
oh providing youth with specific vocational skill's required for entry into the
world of paid employment. Career education seeks to extend this emphasis in
ways that will enable individuals ti:Ichange with change in society. in amore
self-fulfilling fashion than sinfply,adjusting to external Changes they encounter. '

".1

f

-

ImpficKtions-for Artyrrican Education 4IF

To use ,word "work" as the bedrockfiir the career education concept
holds gre t im icapons for change in American education. This discussion
would be in mplete, indeed, if it failed to identify some' of the major
implicadon okthis.

First we seek, to foster positive work values in students Shat will lead them
to desire to work, we must begin by concentrating our attention on the work of
the? udent tit the classroom. To humanize the student's workplaceLe:, the
cl .room the ifirst requitement is to make the student's work meaningful and

rposeful to him/her. We must simultaneously recognize arid emphasize the
need. to make the work of the teacher both meaningful and purlioseful

/teachers, This ,means that the 'classroom must move beyond in emp'hasis on

why it is important for gtudents to learn what teachers are trying to tea-eh.
Several Years ago, this geheric problem *was raised .under the banner of

procesi and.content7bJectives toi,vardian emphisis on the goals of educationon

/ "relevancy." We forgot, at that time, to ask the basic question of when What we
teach is supposed to be relevant. Today? next week? next year? 20 years from
now? Career edanation, in its attempt to brim a proper,emphasis to the goal jr .

"educatiOn -as preparation for work" can and should serve as an effectiy,e vehicle.
for bringing mort than an immediate sense of purposefulness and mianingttnIness
to thi-leachingilearning process. lig the extent this happeni, progress can be
made toward humanizing dieworkplace of both studentand teacIter.

Secbnd, it would be a tragic mistake if, in our zeal to emphasize educatibn as
preparation for work, we neglected other basic goals'of American education."te
process cfbjectives or the various disciplines hold, implications for utility far
beyond those assogiated with the goal of "education-as preparation for work."
English teackes the' prOcessi,of communication: The tocial sciences teach tile
process of ctical thinking: Mathematics. teiches the process of logical.
reasonins: The physical.sciencis text the processoi scientific thought: 'the arta
and manities teach the pracess of creativity and self-discovery. It is obviOusly
ea teacher's in each of these disciplines to shovIrtheir students the value of

. ....:.
s processes as preparation for wcircto empftasiz hat one of the reasons for

'. Mastering dte process is that people use It in their work Including tyir wink in
g:

the world Ot atd..Oployment. It is vit at teaches also emphasize the many':
.. .I :
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a.
additional bask- goals' of education that also relate to the need for students to

, master these processes.
-Third, it seems vitally important to me that American education assume some

responsibili °ty foi softring the problem.Of dehumanizing conditions in the world

of paid employment. Obviously, a very large portioil of that problem will be

Solved only as employers and employees join forces to 'create more hiimaniiing

job conditions. It is important to recognize, however, that jobs areanot
necessarily equally dehumanizing for all persons holding them. The "liberating.'

power a the liberal arts can certainly,he utilized by the individual-as a means of

humanizing the workplace for himself/herself. There is much' talk today abdtit
something called the "over-educatd worker." 1,,for one, reject teat concept -

allsolutely. It is one that could be defended only if one were to assume the only

goal of education was to prepare pepons for the world orpaid employment. Let

us hope that never happens. .1 ,

On the other hand, the'coocept of the "over-qualified worker"defined as
one whose knowledge' and skills are broader than his/her particular Job

demandsis a valid one-.1t is a concept that seems certain to grow in importance
in the years ahead. As this happens, the need for an emphasis on the liberal arts

will also grow. The' worker finds meaning and purpose in his/her work. It ii not

something given to the worker by the job.
There is a umahiside of work. Here, I have tried to describe my current

thoughts regaling its need and nature. The incompleteness Of these thoughts . ,
simply reflects Arty own need for helpand my.hope that others will continue to

Jan me in this very important effort called career education thaeseeks answers

to the problem:

. r.

,
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CAREER EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE:
AN EVOLVING CONCEPT

The philosophical foundations of the community college movement and the
career education concept have much in common. (Hoyt, 1973). As a result, it
would be diffieult to identify any community college where nci "bits and:pieces"
of career education exist. Unfortunately, this leads to a "we're already doing it"
kind, of. reaction when the topic of career education is raised- with many \
community college expels. To offset this, I would like to begin with a bold
assertion that:, so far as I-know-, -comprehensive, bonafide career education
efforts are extremely rare in-community college settings today. The remarks
will hopefully hold greatest meaning for those who disagree violently vt#lCt1 at
assertion.. -

-
4110- It would be bq,th foolish and' futile to construct and defend an idealistic.

model for career education, in the community-college at the present time. Toomodel

variables including: (a) the great ,diversity of kinds of students served in
One community,,collkge as opposed to another; (b) the large number of unknown
factors that will determine the} of the community college movement in
our nation; and (c) the `till e olving nature of the career education concept. On
the other hand, to use 'such variables as an excuse for failing to devote serious
thought to tlr-Problem is to engage in ptofessionally irresponsible behavior.

Thus, these iemarks are aimed at identificationettf several major problems that
appear to be common across most community. college settings. for each, I will
attempt to outline my own'current position. My hope is that, by doing so, all of
us will be better equipped to help each other develop betterand more defensible
positioni: I, for one, readily acknowledge my own personal need for such help.

Many of the thoughts to etc to --here ,represent things I have learned
frOm participants in two e'. E

`-here

held during the
1976-17 academic year. One invqived 42 community college career education
"experts" identified through a nati wide nomination procedure. The second
involved four additional community °liege ,career education experts identified .

li
by -AACJC. While the help of these mini,g,dnference" pirticipants is gratefullyI'
acknowledged, I hasten to add that none. shouldbe held accountable for these
remarks. '.

I want ,to. begin with a &lib' diicussion of several variables that combine to
prevent us from formulating a single community college career education model

, at the "present time. This wilt necessarily be accompanied by some predictions
regarding the future nature of the community college student bock Following
this, I would like to comment .briefly on the.; significance of the word
"community" for career eduCation iirthe; community" college. Finally, I will

- offer ,some thoughts on what 14tirrently regard d4s basic elelnents in a'
comprehensive community college career education effort.

--Y

. ,
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Variables and Predictions 7

Community colleges, because each aims to serve a dif tent commimity, are
necessarily more distinguished by their diversity t n by their
Several of these hold direct implications for those, ncerned with de.ii,eloping a

model fOr community college career educ n efforts: The three most
significant sources of variation to consider here are: (a) size and geographic
location; (b) age levels of students served ;and (c) the relatiWemphasis placed on
occupational education as opposed to the liberal arts To attempt to use a single
model foilhe comrmunity college in Hutchinson, Kansas'and in Dade Bounty,
Florida would' be ,doomed to failure both because of differences of size and in
the rural, as opposed to the urban, setting. Even within the large urban setting, it
seems fruitless to attempt. to impose the same model op LaQuartlia Community
College* New York City where-t0%. of students are recent high school

graduatesand Wayne Onunty 'Community College in Detroitwhere only '25 %
are recent high school' graduates..The strong liberal ar's emphasis fo,und in the

' community college -in Ocean County, New Jersey, ai opposed -to_ the strong
occupational 'education emphasis present in Kirkwood Cdnounity C_ollege at '

Cedar Rapids. Iowa pose very different implementation proWerris.
Of these three variables, the most significant, in terms of implications for

career ydocation' efforts in community colleges are concerned, is the' age-

disthb6tion \of students- who choose to enroll. While', of course, numerous
exceptions can be found, it seems safe to venture a few generalizations regarding
needs of younger students, as opposed to-kildes adults, for career education in

. -
the community, college.

The y high school graduate seeking admission to the communitycollege
is often ure regarding career goals. At the sane tittle, strong societal pressures
are brought to bear urging, him /her to make careel decisions. Some students
suc*cumb by immediately enrolling in a specific owupatiOnal education program.
Others resist by enrolling in'only the liberal alts offering's Which, thgy contend,
twill be helpful to them no matter what kind of occupation they eventually
/enter. The need to.travetse the "rites of paisagefformyokith to adulthood lead
a great majority of these students to set k "college.credit" for almost an kind of
educktional expenence they undergo at the comrminity college. Increasingly',
this is including requests that. they receive "acadenfic credit" for experiences
aimed, at such goals as career awareness, exploration, planning, and decision-
makinginCIVing those activities having same work experience component.

The _older adult, on.the-other hand, is veryefton an individital who enrolls in
thrs"commudity college for purposes of broadening his/her Yotil lifestyle, not for ,

purpoies of acquiring entry-level occupational skills; Somehow,,it seems to have
become resactable to value the..brOader array a. educational goals if.one,ii

jun* established in an -occuPational role. Partly, perhaps, because they are
adults, older students' seem less worried about-whether:or not;a particular
learhing experience carries "academic Credit" and more worried abilita, whether

. or "not it 'beets their felt educational needs; I have a distinctIlleelinf that adult



)

students in the community college *oho enroll for specific purposes of making

e N-/ :

mid-career occupational changes are in the minorityeven among those called
"adult students." That is, among the total population of adults svho could
benefit from community college attendance I betide the problem's of those ,

faced with traumatic dections regarding mid-careei specific occupational change!.
have been overemphasized important as these problems and these persons are,,
they do not seem to me to be either the most important or the most numerous.

As an "outsideii" to the'community college movement, I feel free to Mak;.
some pre.1 dictions regarding the future nature of community college students
without being inhibited by specific knowledge regarding the community college
movement. These predictions may find their primary utility in
serving as "attack points" for rebuttals by comp:minty college experts. Even that

would;lit Seems to me, be useful. ,
First, I predict that the 'average age of community college students' will

increase substantially in the ne*t ten years. In addition to the usual actuarial
reasons for making this -prediction, there are two other factors operating. One "s
the current 'rapidgrowth of vocational/technical education institutions who,
increasingly, serve both secondary and postseondary students:41 have a feeling
that they can be expected to draw' significint,numbers of both recent high
school VAduates and adults who seek specifi,c occupational skills required for
ueunediate job entry. The second is. what 1. regard as an ine4ynahtktbye, on the
part of our system of State colleges and universities, to seek- trt lttract liberal arts
students during the Freshman and SopOmore years. They almost havp to move

' in'thit direction in terms of their own survival needs. I have a distinct feeling
that the current trend toward placing "caps" on community college enrolments
may well be related to this need. Both of these will, it seems to meiod to cut
into what Would otherwise be a conduit& increase in community college

. enrolments. ., . ' --- . '
Second, and related to the, first, I predict that, increasingly, community

colleges will find the career education needs of-their older adult students
. centenng around (a) the need for upgrading in occupational skills related to their

current occupations; and/or 07) the need to acquire skills and knowledge useful
in helping them make more productive use of leisure timeto help them lead
fuller, more' satisfying lived. To the extent that this prediction is accurate, it may
well be that the got! of "edUcation as'preparation for work" will, for many adult
students, be translated. primarily in terms of unpaid work. carried_ out as

,., -productive vse of \ leisure timenot as preparation for the world 'of paid
employment. 'When applied to the world of paid employment, that goal, it seems
to me will, for increasing numbers of adults', hilansiated in terms of adquiring

'skills required for adapting to changes within their chosen occupational field
rather than in seeking fi new and completely different set,of occupational skills.

To the ,extent to, which either of these two predictions is accurate, career

than' those efforts now Serviog models at tilt K-12 level.
it,education in the community liege will certainly be much different in nature

.. ,r
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j:he "Community" in Commukity College Career Education Efforts

.

, -
The concept of "collaboration" wet a key angiedienCin career education

.,- when the movement was launched in .1971. That concept was picked up by
Willard Wirtz and his associates when they produced The Boundless Resourcv
several years later. It is currently being f "rther thampionedthrough creatiodh of a

With Department of Labor funds. -A r ent DOL grant to AACJC h'as resulted in
number of demonstration "community ucation/work councils" funded largely

an important effort trb demonstrate a leadtrship rote forst* community college'
in the community educatibritwbrk collaborative effort..Because the total effort'
is so directly tied into carter itlucation, OE's Off Career Education is--__
inveifing-T-.su'bstantial ,amount of funds intd thellWat National ManpoWer
Institute project. Whether or not some of these OCE funds is used ifi those five
communities where community colleges are taking leadeiship roles Was yet to be
determined. In any event, there are fOur aspects of this- toitg-obncept that'
deserve discussion here: .

___

First. and most important, I would hope that no Community cones, engages
in such mat community effort without startig from an internal frame of
reference. The effort cannot hope to succeed Lida the need for internal change
among community college staff members-and especially among the teaching
fyulty-is recognized andacted upon. To whatever extent such any effort 'does
not Include toncentrared attempts to create change in the attitudes-and thus
the actions-of the teaching faculty, it will have missed the basic point or career
education as alefocusing of American education. If this hapirens, the best that
can be hoped for will b on of a series of new specialists, new courses; and
new services within t e community college-and that is the "add-on:' approach,
not, true career education. At worst, rips careful thinking is devoted to'the
topic, a so-called "community education/work'council" might try to operate as

though the community college itself will'rdmainl-as is"-and.that would surely
be disastrous. I see no good Oay the full potential of the community college for
playing a .leadership role in establishing and coordiriating the work of a'
"corn' unity 'education/work bouncil" can be realized urileas and until the
comm1 pity college commits itself' to the kinds of internal change's called (or by - '; .
the career education concept.

Second, for community colleges to play a leadership wit here, the past and
present contjibutions 'of the K -12 system of public education must be
reoognized and used, not ignored nor replaced. Of die approximately 9,300 K -12

school districts that have, to-date,Thitialed 'some kind of career education
effort, there may be as ma'ny\as 1,000-2,000 who have already established some
kind' of "cOinniimity career echIcation actioy council." Such entities, where they

Jexist, have typically-- already begun. some systematic efforts to identify,
catalogue, and utilize resources in the business/labor/industry/professional.
community for career education.. a 'community college operates in a

community where the K -12 system hals,initialedthis kind of action', it deems to*
me both appropriate and desirable to try to joih forces-not 'compete with -such

I
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an effort Any community college can make sQbstantial contributions to helping
such K-I 2 school systems imp-rove their initial data bank and 'operational
relationships with the broader community. Whether or. not the K-1 2 school
system has initiated such 'an effort, It seems especially obvious to me that any
such efforts on the part of any community college must be planned in ways that
include, rather than exclude, the K-I2 public school system.

Third, any community college chnsulering an expansion of collaborative
relationships with the broader community in the arena of education/worlc,
efforts must, it seems to me. recognize the need to include the many important
community segments who, for years, have wrestledwiM these problems on theirs.thei
own. -am referring here 'to such efforts as those of local service clubs (RotarY,
Kiwanii, etc.), local chapters-of Scouting, USA, Girl Scouts of the USA, Junior
Achievement, Chamber of Commerce, The National Alliance of Businessmen,
Business an Professional Women's Clubs, Women's American ORT, local
Council Of ChUrches, local AFL/CIO affiliates, local NOW chapters, the
American Legion a d Legion Auxiliary Most ()Mese efforts have concentrated

. on y oUnger students and have not considered devoting similar amounts of energy
to the community °liege setting Tor some, It would be admittedly inappro-
priate to do so Tha is not the point. Rather, the pout is that each represents an
existing community, resource both interested in and holding high pptential for
making positive contributions to the total career education effort, Many of their
efforts cotild be, and should be, put in a career development perspective that
recognize ta,Qeed far extending services and concerns to at lest the younger'
students in the community college. It is a set of resources that should be fulry
utilized

-Finally, any sioch effort-must recognize the broader community as a learning
laboratory for community college students dust as the community college has
viewed itself as a learning opportunity for all segments of the coMmunity. The
"information rich/experience poor" charges that have been leveled against
American education are not entirely without validity. The concept of experien-
tial reaming has yet to be converted from a series of obursi opportunities for a

minrinty of studerlts to an educational methodology available to all. The hard
,' questions of who 'will determine, supervise, grade. and "credit" experiential

learning in the broader community are ones that Will, hopefully, be answered
with the help of "community education/work 'councils." The necessity for'
recognizing this as a major .direcjion for change' cannot be ignored in any such
eft-qt.

Basic. Elements, of Career Education in Community4Col Settings

r
For all of the reasons discussed earlier- plus more- it seemst ely to me that

career education efforts in Fogimunqy colleges may well vary considerably from
tho at the K -12 levels'Alie earlier Kl 2 experience, on the° Citligih'and, can and
shad he utilized in thinkinbabout dangeft to be avoided in initiating career
education in`community colleges. As a final part or this presentation, then, I
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would like to Outline 'what, at this point in time, I consider to btabasic elements5' ,
of career -educatiO'n in a -community College setting. I do so with the oblhous
note of caution:that these elements At have to be applied in different
fashionsdepending on the' characteristics of the community college, its
students, and the community in which it operates.

First, andmost important, a community college career education effort in
it seems to me, start with a full and carefuTcoffsideratron of community colle e

educational goals. The goal'of "education as .preparation for work" must e

considered as one among several basic goals of the community college. ould
"not be allowed to take precedence over other basic goals. Rather, it should be
recognized as one among several to which the community college is committed.

Second, with respect to the goal of "education as preparation for work."
career education asks for an expansion in meaning of that goal beyo'nd the .
conventional interpretation as "specific vocational skill training required for
entry into the occupational society." In addition to this interpretation, this goal
must take on two other important meanings. One concerns itself,wirh helping
students acquire adaptability skills (-including work habits, work values,
decision-making skills. etc.) required for changing with change in the occupa-
tional society. The second concerns itself with expanding the meaning of this
gbal so as to include unpaid work as well as paid employmeritincluding both'
productive use of leisure\ time and the changing meaning of "work" in today's
home/farmly.structure The community college engaged in true career education
will accept and find ways of implementing this expanded meaning of the goal
"education as preparation for work." ,

Third, the c.ommunity college's careec,eflucation efforts will expand gr tly
the meads utilized for helping students in the career awareness, exploration,
planning and decision-puking process. In too many community colleges, these
functions are today geen ,as the primer responsibility of student personnel
workers. Pim, 1 feel, must change iA several ways. One way can easily he seen if
we consider current priorities -for use of occupational education facilities. Too
often, these are reservedeither by law, policy: cuiaim, or traditionprimarily

'for use by those preparing for specific job ,try in a particular area of
o'cc-Upational education Career_ education -cans for such facilities to be made
equally_ avairable to the liberal arts student whp wants to acquire only enough
skill in a particular area so that skill can be used in productive use of leisure
time. They 'should also be made available to the occupationally undecided'
student who wants some"hands on" exposure to Sveral areas of occupational
education before making firm career decisions, In my "ideal" career education
program, students will receive academic credit'for such experiences.

A second expansion will be seen in greatly increased faculty Participation in
the career ginclanc,e process. I see no way of fully implementing career education
unless the teaching faculty are regarded as key participants. Each can and should
know the career implications of his/her specialtyin 1,ermifif both paid and
unpaid work -and be prepared to discusi° them with students. Obviously, this
will require both (a) inserviee staff detelopment for the teaching faculty and (b)

3,4
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specific assigned time for faculty. meMbers to participate in these kinds. of
interactions with students.

A third area of expansion ID this area will be involvemehl of persons from the
business /labor /industry /professional community in the career guidance process.
Whether involved in small group seminars, as resource-persons in classrooms, or
as members of a counseling team in the student personnel offices,,such persons
can and should be utilized in the career guidance process,. 0

Fourth, a community college career education effort should, it seems to me,
involve some form of,work experience opportunity for all students. I am, of
course, here thinking pnmirily about the younger students who come to the
cemtnunity college 'directly from high school. Those enrolled in such liberal arts=
programs as prelaw, premedicine, pre-engineering, etc. are as deserving of work
-expenence opportunities as are those enrolled in- pure occupational education
programs. Whether that work experience is paid or unpaid vnll depend on the
total set of reasons why it is undertaken-i.e., to the extent productivity for an -
employer is involved, then pay should also be involved but, to the extent the
primary goal is career exploration, unpaid work experience may be justified.
This is -a good example of au area where implementation should be clime only
with the full participation of organized labor in-basic pOlicy determinationi.

Fift a community college career education effort should, it seems to me, he
built an opened Within the framework of career development as a lifelong_,,,
process. If this is done, then hat effort will surely be intimately tied to career
education efforts- at the K:I 2 level: It will also be tied to adult/recurrent on-

tinuiv education efforts and with career4education efforts at the fou ear
college/university level. -community college that has not consi and
established such linkages cannot, in my opinion, be considered to be operating a
comprehensive career education effoit.

As part of this linkage effort with other segments oeducation, it seems
particularly crucial that the generic problem of stereotyping, as a deterrent tti
full freedom of occupational choice, be considered and acted, upon. This
includes problems of' race' and sex stereotyping as well as stereotyping with
respect to handicapped persons and to older Americans. For example, it is
dilcult to believe alp a Title I,X,Coordipator in a ccIhmupity4 college would
,have no interest or involvement in efforts of loyal elementary schools to reduce
sex stereotyping in textbooks and In classroom practices-for it is at these early
ages where neglect is most damaging and help is most rewarding.

Fitially, it seems to me that, if a community college is engaged in a
comprehensive career education effort, the liberal arts faculty will be deeply
involved in provikg students with knowledge and experience required for
actions the studerfif will take to humanize his/her total lifestyle, There is much
talk today about dehumanizing conditions in the world of paid employment,,
and, to be-sure; such conditions do exist. At the same time, the individual does

' have some control over the extent to whichsuch.conditions will be personally
dehumanizing'. If the liberal arts are the "liberating" arts, then they should make
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# a conscious attempt to help individuals find a personal meaning .and meaning-
fulnesis in life that will 4Iow them to cope successfully-with many of the de-
humanizing conditions they are, likely to find in the world of paid employment.
I would consider such attempts an integral part of the total career education
effort.

Concluding 'Remarks_
.4,

;In my opinion, career educati is much needed on the campus of every
community college. Perhaps y can se from these remarks, why I feel there is

still much to be done before his becOmes a reality' I very much hope that some
will be inclined to devote t eir energies into 'making career educationCompre-
hensive career education eality oh the cojnmunity college campus.

a.
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